The relative neighborhood graph (RNG) of a set S of n points in II!d is a graph (S, E), where
Introduction
Let S be a set of n points in E%d. and Q c z + Cone(u, a) for some CY < 7r/6 (see Figure  1 ). The edges of RNG(P U Q) of the form (P, L') G P x Q will be referred to as cross ed~ges. A point q E Q is called a hi-chromatic closest neigh- Figure  2 ). Let PI (resp. p2) denote the ray emanating from p and passing through q (resp. s). II.
111.
Compute the family f of well separated pairs of subsets of S, as described above.
For each pair (P, Q) E X, compute~k(~, Q), for every p c P, and @k(q, P), for every q E Q.
Let 12p,~c P x Q be the set of edges (p, q) such that p c @k(q, P) and vice-versa. Let G = 
